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INTRODUCTION 
I first enrolled in the Masters of Visual Arts by Research but decided to 
convert to a Masters of Visual Arts in 1999, because I found the theory 
component of the MVA by Research too taxing. However I did finish one essay 
on quilts w/hich is included in the report. 
My time spent in the MVA by Research was useful because it gave me 
skills for gathering information and how toput it together into an essay. It also 
gave me an opportunity to go to America for a three months exchange with the 
Corcoran College of Art in Washington DC. It was during this trip that two things 
happened. Firstly I got information for the essay on some of the four quilts I was 
writing about. This was through the Smithsonian Institute and other 
government museums during my stay. I was fortunate enough to attend 
exhibitions that were showing quilts I was interested in. Through the Corcoran 
school I met Afro-American Artists such as Franklin White who is a painter and 
Roland Freeman who is a photographer/ author. Franklin White is a lecturer at 
the Corcoran College of Art and he later gave me contacts of other Afro-
American artists such as Yvonne Carter and Michael Piatt. 
At the end of my research trip to Washington DC, I had managed to get 
most of the information to complete my first essay, but not for my second 
essay. This led me to rethink my course choice, whilst wishing to do more 
photographic work. I had still to go to China after the USA, to do my visual body 
of work, which I had started in Australia. The reason for me going to China was 
due with my previous visit, where I discovered there was a large community of 
African women working and/or studying there, just as it was in Canberra. I 
found that I did not have enough time to take any photographs while there, 
since my time was so completely taken by my theory research, so China was 
the place to continue with the work. I had organised models I wanted to 
photograph these women, firstly because of their life away from the continent 
and secondly, because of the many countries they came from. This was going 
to be a work that was to span two years and in this time I wanted to do 
combination of straight photographic prints and digitally manipulated prints. 
This was to come together as different series; looking at different qualities of 
the women, from the skin and facial structures, to a glimpse of the character 
and nature of the women,photographed. 
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My objective when I first thought of doing the body of work for my IVIasters 
of Visual Arts, was to try and get as many different African women as possible 
with as many different features. This objective did not change, even though my 
course had changed. The main problem I was to face, was getting the models 
for the photo shoots, for the African community here in Canberra is small. To 
look outside Canberra was not going to be practical, since I needed the studio 
and the lighting in it. Not owning a car of my own again was a disadvantage to 
me. This meant that I could not travel with portable equipment interstate and 
take photographs of potential models, as what my class mate Pippa Wischer 
was doing for her series of portraits. 
I started with friends and acquaintances as my first models, dressed in 
traditional costumes. With them, I knew that I could experiment with different 
pauses and different lighting and it would not be awkward for either of us. They 
were patient and supportive, even though with some I called into the studio 
more than four times. I began to worry me about putting a strain on our 
friendship. 
The next problem that I faced was getting my lighting right. I had a terrible 
time trying to get rid of the shadows around my subjects' faces. At first, it was 
intentional, for I needed the deep shadows to be able to manipulate the 
images in PhotoShop and merge the photographed faces with the traditional 
African fabrics I had chosen. But this did not work as I hoped. The images were 
too static. The models in their traditional dresses were stiff and formal. This 
was an unconscious reaction as well as a cultural reaction, as I later found out. 
It was partially to do with the traditional dress. No matter what part of Africa the 
women come from, the traditional dresses are worn with utter dignity. Dignity 
was not a bad thing, but it was a cause for no energetic gestures, nor relaxation 
of the facial expressions. It was crucial to have these things happening for me, 
for I wanted to capture the models being themselves as much as possible. At 
first I thought it might have been just the studio. So when I went away to China, I 
had the women again in their traditional clothes and I would go to their homes 
to photograph them. Before the first photo session, I would meet with them 
socially and explain to them what my work was about and how I would like 
them to pose. Using the natural light available, I would take the portraits. I learnt 
another lesson during the China trip. I learned to be diplomatic, unlike my first 
Canberra photo shoots of whom the majority of the models, were people I 
knew. This time aound my models were strangers and older than my previous 
models as well as me. I learned how to make people comfortable around me, 
while I had the camera pointed at them, and how to make them participate in 
what I was doing. In doing so, I got some of the shots that began the body of 
work. 
The Afro-American documentary photographer Roy DeCarava was a 
great inspiration to me ' . His photography started in the mid 1940s, with the 
documentation of Afro-American life in Harlem, New York. His work is a 
combination of both street scenes as indoor and sometimes studio 
photographs. His indoor and studio work is what I paid close attention to. The 
natural pauses that the people he photographed seemed to have, was what I 
wanted to happen to my images. DeCarava's cropping of the images as well 
as the distance he put between himself and the subjects was what I took note 
of2. Though DeCarava's work is mainly black and white photography, I wanted 
to experiment with both black and white and colour film. However this only 
happened in my work in the studio at the Canberra School of Art when I got 
back from China. All the portraits I did in China were on colour film. 
My trip to China was to take more photographs of African women living 
away from home, as was the case in Canberra. I started to approach the 
models closer with the camera on my China trip. This was again a lesson in 
people skills, for I did not own a telephoto lens at this point in time. It was 
easier the second trip round, when I did have a telephoto lens, because I 
managed not only to capture the details of the skin, but there was less 
infringement of personal space. The technical glitches were the lack of 
sunlight, for it was winter at the time and some of the homes were not well lit, 
so I used my flash and I had a tripod with me. I would also wait for sunny days 
to take photographs and again use the flash as filler to take away the shadows. 
When I got all the prints of the different shoots back, I did not get 
uniformity of lighting and at the time I had not made my mind at whether it 
bothered me or not. I decided to put the images on hold until I got back to 
Canberra and continue with the studio work. I photographed six women in total 
on both my trips to China. Three were from Zimbabwe, one from Zambia, 
another from Senegal and one from Ghana. Of these models, I used four for 
my final prints, which I shall talk about in more detail in chapter three. Again it 
was the traditional dress issue. It either left me with very stiff and strict looking 
women or it got me the type of photography that one gets at a commercial 
portrait studio. That was not what I wanted. Eventually I chose three women 
who became more relaxed as time went by during the shoot, or the ones who 
were now experiencing my more developed sense of diplomacy. They were 
being more themselves and that is what I wanted. Since it was a one off 
chance for me to photograph the others, and it was in my beginning of the 
project in Beijing, I decided the models were too formal and did not project who 
they were fully for my camera. 
Galassi, Peter R O Y DeCaruva A RETROSPECTIVE 
Pubilished by The Museum of Modern Art, New York U.S.A. 1996 
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When I got back to Canberra, I decided to take away the traditional 
garments for the studio photographs and started to think about everyday street 
clothes instead. It was an idea that came to me after remembering taking 
some portraits of a lawyer who was an actor part-time, in my second year of my 
undergraduate degree. The first round of photographs had the gent leman 
looking constrained and stiff. This was because he came straight from work 
and wanted to get his photos taken in his business suit. After showing him the 
results, we both agreed that photos had to be taken again. I suggested he wear 
something he felt comfortable in for the next photo-session. When I took the 
images the next time round, he looked more at ease and comfortable. The 
clothing, I discovered helped a great deal, and the fact that he came back a 
second time. He felt more familiar and comfortable with me and the equipment 
that surrounded him. 
With this in mind I then arranged for the models to wear their everyday 
clothes, while I read some books on lighting. A book by Peter Barry called 
Techniques of Photographing Girls' was very helpful^ It provided me with 
important technical information on lighting. 
Though I understood what I had read, I felt the need to do it physically 
and I got help from my supervisor Martyn Jolly and the technical assistant. Brad 
Shaw. It was up to me then to figure out how I wanted the mood of the images 
to be. The first model I photographed was wearing contemporary dark clothing. 
I liked the effect of this and the next time she was to come, I asked her to wear 
black (as seen in 'Photograph 2: Tosin'). The idea of black on black was 
something I wanted to play with and this proved to be very successful. Both the 
background and the clothing were black, which gave me something to compare 
the different skin tones of the models with. The skin tones stood out better and 
made it easier for the viewer to see the subtle shifts of tone. In this series the 
face was the feature I wanted most to concentrate on, from the bone structure, 
to the facial features, to the skin, with all its perfections and imperfections. 
I needed also to show more skin. This would allow me to work with it 
later whilst working with PhotoShop. I knew that a ninety-nine point five percent 
of my models would desert me if I suggested modeling for me in the nude. 
The other reason for not having the models in the nude, was again the cultural 
issue. For my audience would consist not only of people of European origin, 
but people of African origin as well who strongly view total nudity as 
taboo.Instead I opted for the sarong style (as seen in 'Photograph 3: Eunice). 
With the sarongs I managed to get more skin showing and also to have a play 
of texture happening between the fabric and the skin. The neck and the arms 
were free of cover and this is what I wanted for the computer merging of 
traditional African fabric and the skin. But not all of these were to be 
manipulated in this way. Some were just going to be straight prints. IVV 
^Barry, Peter TECHNIQUES OF PHOTOGl-iAPHING GIRLS 
Published by Colour Library liiteriiatioiial LTD. Eiiglaiiil 1981 
experiences in handling the models in China came in very useful in the studio 
as well. The lack of traditional dress improved the way the models interacted 
with me as well as with the camera. The facial expressions were more 
expressive and there was at last the true individuality coming through from 
each model. I achieved the same results as well, from them wearing their 
everyday clothing. In comparison to the photos I had taken in China, I liked the 
freedom that was in the studio work more. There were some good things 
happening in the China photographs and I was still determined to use them for 
something in the long run. 
Composit ion was to play an important part in all the studio images, 
while constantly keeping in mind the need to have the final image captured to 
have the ability to stand alone, without digital manipulation. So I began to play 
with the negative and positive spaces within the film plane. Furthermore I 
would crop the images to play around with the composition, getting the 
movements and gesture working together aesthetically. It added more drama I 
found, by just moving the image sometimes a little off center. I used different 
coloured sarongs to see how they worked overall individually, as well as within 
a series. The colours I chose for the sarongs were to aid in the richness of 
contrast as well as texture even though some have strong African spiritual 
connotation, (especially in the Karanga culture); this was not originally my 
intention. My intention was to have it so that, through the sense of sight, one 
can almost feel the sense of touch. 
My working methods for the studio portraits were to meet with the model 
I was going to photograph just like the China photographs and show her what I 
had photographed before. This was a good way of them discussing what I 
thought worked and what I thought did not. With some of the models I had to 
have examples of both verbally and physically, for them to see what I was 
talking about and with some models just verbal descriptions were enough. 
This time spent was vital, for it helped the model and I to get to know each 
other. By the time I got them into the studio, their main worry was the f lash 
going of in the first fifteen to thirty minutes of the shoot. However because of the 
trust I had established before hand, it was easier to get the poses I wanted. 
Another method I used for the extremely shy models was to have them 
come in and I would use a 35mm cheap film for a mock shoot. This was to try 
to make them get used to the whole studio experience and see that it was not 
as bad as they anticipated. The next time around was the real shoot with 120 
film, although I did not mention this to the models. As far as they were 
concerned, it was a second session of the same thing they did before. Less 
effort on my behalf was needed on the second sessions or the third, to calm 
the models. All in all, things worked out alright, but the one thing that was a 
constant problem I found was getting the models to come in when I wanted 
them to come in. I had to learn to be patient when this happened, taking the 
time between photo shoots to get on with some printing or scanning. 
On the 18th to the 28th of September of 1999 I had an exhibition at 
Tuggeranong Arts Centre, titled "Mesomorph Not" (not masculine) with another 
artist Juliana Wong. For me, this show was a testing ground to see if I my 
images communicated to the viewer what I wanted to communicate. The 
criticisms I got from that show were encouraging for me to continue with the 
method I had been working with. In this exhibition I had the photographs of the 
models all dressed in their black clothes, with the black background in a ser ies 
of six works in progress. I had some of the studio sarong shots as well. 
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I scanned the studio images I had taken into the computer and used a 
computer software called 'Adobe PhotoShop to' manipulate the images. I a lso 
scanned fabric as well as some plates of rusted metal. It was during this 
process that I used the photographs I had taken in China as well. I read alot 
about textiles in regards to African and Afro-American quilt making and 
Ghanaian Kente cloth. I was looking into the way the pieces were placed 
together to make some very complex designs. I started to experiment with the 
fabric that I had scanned, to form virtual quilts (as in seen 'Virtual Quilt 1 and 
Virtual 2'). I was not happy with the results. I looked at the way some of the 
African quilts were made and I did not seem to have what they call the quilting 
rhythm. For a little exercise, I got myself listed with an Internet news group who 
are a quilting guild as well. They would send me patterns of various kinds on a 
fortnightly basis. This helped me put the pieces together in a more harmonious 
way. Another Afro-American documentary photographer and author, Roland 
Freeman, also influenced me. In his book 'The Communion of Spirits'"', he 
talks about the way in which a quilt "-sometimes memorialising great pain, and 
other times, great triumphs. Other quilts are created with specific powers; to 
heal, protect, woo, resolve or acquire." I liked the idea of something made, 
being more than just an object but having a profound meaning to it. I took this 
into the working with the rusted metals as the foundation for the portraits I was 
going to use. For me, this series was memorialising the determination of the 
women in their achievements as women of African origin. But 1 did not want to 
be too obvious about this, so that even if the viewer missed out on this fact, it 
would not change the overall affect of the piece. I did a cut and paste job with 
the metal and made a quilted effect digitally that I then place the portraits onto. 
The portraits were originally colour prints, but I turned them into black and white 
with the aid of PhotoShop. It made the blending of the rust colour with the skin 
more effective for this series (as seen in Photograph 5: Rita). Again I had an 
exhibition from the first to the fifth of November of 1999 in the Canberra School 
of Arts' Photo Space gallery. This was again a testing ground on the effect I had 
created with the portraits. The frames I chose for this piece had a similar effect 
as the metal background of the images framed. I wanted the frames to create a 
spatial link with the images, where darker frames would have contained them a 
lot more than I wanted them to be. 
I cropped the images very closely and enlarged them to make them 
more intimate. I was more relaxed with the cropping in my fabric portraits. This 
was to create a sense of rhythm in the way the fabric and the body worked and 
merged. I looked at the way the model had posed and then I imagined how 
fabric could flow, wrap and float around her. With this in mind I would go and 
scan the fabric, twisting it into the form I wanted (as seen in 'Photograph 6: 
Seun'). Sometimes I would not do this and have a random flow of fabric to use. 
^Freeman, L. Roland A COMMUNION OF THE SPIRITS African- American 
Quilters, Preservers, and Their Stories 
Published by Rutledge Hill Press, Nashville, Tenne.ssee U.S.A. COPYRIGHT 1996 
The background was black because originally the mode ls had stood in front of 
a background of s imi lar colour and when I merged the fabric, it all b lended in 
wel l . 
The fabric I used for the individual portraits was selected by the m o d e l s 
themselves. I told them to have a fabric in hand that meant someth ing very 
special to them. Though the des igns of these patterns are now generic, s ince 
they are now factory produced, they still strongly derive f rom the or ig inal 
patterns f rom tradit ional African designs. Patterns used to decorate houses , 
both inside and out, patterns in sculpture, pottery and jewellry, all c o m e 
together in the des ign ing of the fabrics. Because of their gener ic nature, 
sacred symbo ls and motifs are rarely used, due to the everyday-ness of the 
purpose of the fabric. 
CONCLUSION 
Towards the end of my Master of Visual Arts course, I found that my initial 
work proposal was different from what I had achieved during the two years of 
the degree. I wanted to do more computer-based work and some studio work. I 
found that I had achieved the opposite of this. It was mainly due to my wanting 
to perfect my studio techniques that I had the slight change of direction with my 
work. I then became more interested in the way the lighting worked and how I 
could compose the image with the framing of my camera viewfinder. I became 
involved more and more in the models' physical structures and did not have the 
desire to manipulate these in anyway, if I could help it. The way I was now able 
to capture a little of the essence of the individual models, made me want to 
stick more to straight photography and less to the computer generated 
imagery. The computer images were still very important, for I wanted to achieve 
my objective when it came to the fabric portraits. I wanted to perfect my 
PhotoShop skills as well in this regard. 
In my mind's eye I was trying to avoid the stereotypical connotations of 
how an African woman was supposed to look or behave. So all the while I was 
mentally striving not to concentrate on the models' "Africaness" as such and 
more on the individuality of personality the models had, this approach added 
the missing link, which my first attempts lacked. I was photographing these 
women as an African woman and came to the realisation that we are 
advancing forward in many interesting and dynamic ways, both as women and 
as Africans making it a very personal journey. 
I went further afield to learn what it was like to work with the photographic 
and advertising industries. This too helped with the way the work began to 
change. I did some work experience with a photographer called Orlando 
Luminere of Luminere Photo-Design. He does work for a modelling agency in 
Manuka called The Lindy Wagner Modelling Agency. With him I learned more 
about how to set up the studio to take the models' portraits. His lighting 
equipment was again very different from the Art School's and it was something 
new to learn. Orlando gave me lessons in how to touch up the photographs in 
PhotoShop and the use of a software called Adobe PageMaker to prepare the 
images for the printer. I got an overview of the production from the beginning to 
the end of the making of comp cards, which are A4 sized photographic prints 
with the models details on them, which they then use in their quest for 
assignments. 
I managed to get some work experience with a local advertising 
company called Green Advertising. It was a two-week hands on experience. 
They were filming a new ACTEW (Australian Capital Territory Electricity and 
Water) advertisement. For this they needed a photographer to document the 
filming. I did it for them and later after the filming had been completed, helped 
in the editing of the advertisement. I learned how to use an editing software 
called Media 100 and about the requirements television stations needed for the 
edited advertisements. In the course of two weeks I had been exposed to the 
making of an advertisement from the beginning to the end. It all included the 
storyboard, the budgeting of the ad, the filming, the editing and the sending 
away of the finished product. 
All this experience had been very helpful in the making of the work. 
Mainly in the ways that I could create certain illusions both in the studio and 
PhotoShop works. 
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PART FOUR: 
Work Proposal 
The work I will be doing in my Masters of Visual arts program will be 
portraits of African woman. I will be looking at their various skin tones and facial 
structures, exploring the historical and cultural identities they represent. I will be 
using fabric to manipulate their skin tones, so that their clothing and skin will 
become indistinguishable. 
So far, I have photographed a range of African women and asked them 
to select a traditional cloth pattern, which has particular significance to them. 
This has been scanned and merged with the skin texture and facial structure of 
the portraits. 
All the women I have been photographing have made, in one way or 
another, an impact on my life. Their acquaintance with me ranges from several 
years, to months, days and hours. The work is a tribute to them for being who 
they are and achieving, in big and small ways things that have made me reflect 
on myself and helped me grow. 
Some of these women know each other and in some cases these 
women are related. But the majority of them don't know one another. The 
concept of traditional patterning will also be challenged by the diversity of 
significant patterns produced by historical forces and contemporary identity 
politics. 
African and Afro-American quilt making is an influence on me. It deals 
with fabric on spiritual level and its long use by women as a way to conquer 
poverty, or artistically express themselves even when the society they lived in 
did not permit them to express this in any other medium. Also fabric is 
something all women around the world appreciate, so it becomes a universal 
language that races and cultures understand. 
African masks and sculptures are also an influence, because of the 
artists' focus on the emotions within themselves as a guide to their carving, 
rather than anatomy. 
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Masters of Visual Arts 
First Essay 
By 
Alice Tavaya 
Introduction 
In this essay I am looking at four signature quilts which I also regard 
as memorial quilts, for they remember people and events that had 
taken place. The quilts express grief as well as commemorate the 
makers' loss. They are made during different times from different 
social backgrounds. The quilts range from "The Murder Quilt" of 
Oregon in the United States of America, to the "Changi Quilt" made 
in a Japanese prison in Singapore, during World War Two, to the 
"Chilean Quilts" known as "Arperillas" of Chile made during the start 
of the dictatorship in the early 1970s. I have also included the AIDS 
quilt as my final quilt to discuss. The different cultural backgrounds 
of the makers and the quilts will be looked at in the essay, targeting 
their differences and their similarities. 
I will argue that the quilts are more than just "Women's work". 
I will argue that the quilts make social and political statements 
sometimes using the feminine connotations of embroidery and 
needlework as a deliberate strategy to conceal the political and 
social messages they carry. Though the cultures in which they were 
made are different, as well as the backgrounds of the makers of the 
quilts, the quilts express significant public events. The quilts have 
the power to unite, educate, comfort and move those who view 
them. I will discuss the quilts use of symbols; be it political slogans, 
or more personal coded motifs to depict public events. They provide 
links to such events as a murder that happened at the turn of the 
century, whose scandalous love triangle is depicted in what is now 
known as "The Murder Quilt". The Change quilts depict the 
contrasting imagery of life in prison and speak of what the prisoners 
longed for. Then there is the "Arperillas" that are very blunt in their 
political messages of protest. The AIDS quilt which incorporates 
some of the technical ideas of the other three quilts, be it 
embroidery, applique or the use of names within the work. The AIDS 
quilt is the more contemporary of the quilts. The Changi quilt and 
the Arpilleras use the unassuming qualities of the quilt to convey 
subversive messages and have become a valuable source of 
documentation for historical events that were not supposed to be 
known. 
The other issue I will be looking at is the process of making 
the quilts. I will look at the importance of quilting-bees (gatherings to 
make quilts) and what impact it has on the quilts. Individuality seems 
to be important though working as a group. Individual ideas are 
incorporated in the quilts, thus in the end though it is a cooperative 
act; it has a strong sense of the individual as well. So different views 
as well as techniques are applied, be it panels that will be later 
joined or individual quilts made by the same person from start to 
finish. 
I will analyze the use of conventional and unconventional 
imagery in the quilts. Examining how the makers used imagery 
ranging from conventional motifs such as flowers, birds, etc. to more 
graphic images to expose issues of conflict and suffering, there by 
stating a memorial for those who in prison, "disappeared" or even 
suffering from a fatal disease. 
Murder Quilt 
The first quilt I will discuss in the essay was made in 1915 during a 
trial in McMinnville Oregon, of a thirty-two year old woman called 
Anna Booth, and her alleged twenty-two year old lover William 
Branson. These two had been accused of murdering William Booth, 
Anna's husband. Of the murder, these things are known: Billy Booth 
was a thirty-nine year old crippled farmer and carpenter. He lived in 
Williamina, a small community that at the time had a population of 
1800. The town was about 20 miles west of McMinnville. On 
October the 8th, 1915, he was found dead on the banks of the 
Williamina River, a mile away from his house. Booth had been shot 
through the heart with a .38-caliber bullet. Anna Booth and William 
Branson were arrested and charged with his murder. According to 
the court records and newspaper accounts, there had been gossip 
about the trio for some time. Billy's popularity, the fact that William 
was ten years younger than Anna, Anna's well known fiery temper 
and propensity for reading "trashy novels", proved to be juicy details 
for the press. The fact that Anna Booth was not an attractive 
woman, was used by the press to show how she could not be 

charged for infidelity. An extract from The Morning Oregonian on 
October 18, 1915 wrote: 
"If she is capable of carrying on an affair 
with a young admirer, her appearance 
gives no hint of it. Drab and colourless 
has been her life, but even more drab 
and colourless is she herself " 
"She looks as if she had had any joy in 
her life, it had not been for so long that 
that she had forgotten it " 
The Murder Quilt is a large crazy quilt measuring 
approximately 159 cm by 201 cm, consisting of a variety of fabrics 
cut into shapes and sewn in a random pattern. Twenty squares 
make up the quilt. Silk, wool and cotton fibres were used for the top 
of the quilt. The quilting-bee that made the Murder Quilt became a 
discussion forum for the spectacular events of 1915. The names 
that appear on the quilt strongly indicate that discussions were 
conducted while the quilt was being made. The makers record the 
names of the jury, the accused and those related to the accused. 
The symbols that are either embroidered or appliqued are in some 
cases contradictory as an indication that a debate had been going 
on, in regard to the different opinions that were put onto the quilt. 
Gossip would have been a great motivation for this forum, 
though the fact that the murder was a one off event to have sparked 
such nation wide interest at that time, would have prompted the 
women to commemorate the event with a quilt. This would have put 
some fear in the male population in the area, just in case their 
women did have affairs because of unhappy marriages, as Anna 
Booth did with William Branson. It has been proven that none of the 
women involved in the making of the quilt were related to the 
accused Anna Booth or William Branson. Given the conservative 
religious and moral values of the community, the quilt would have 
provided a reassuringly appropriate task for the women visitors to 
do during the trial.' The quilting bee would have provided the space 
for their opinions to be aired. 
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With the different skills in embroidering of the quilt, it shows 
that more than one person was involved in the making of it. 
Forty-seven names are found on the quilt and nearly all are 
embroidered, though the names of one couple are stamped. The 
names include full first and last names; initials and last names or 
"Mr.", "Mrs." or "Miss" and the last name. Names and text read in all 
directions and names are juxtaposed in a random manner. The text 
appearing on the quilt in three different blocks was embroidered as 
follows, "While waiting in the courthouse, November 29th 1915," 
"The Murder Trial," and "As Witness, Made in McMinville". 
An arrowhead, a bee, flowers, goblets, splotches which might 
have been embroidered broken hearts, a black widow spider and 
web, stars and two series of linked circles, one intertwined with 
ribbon are embroidered on the quilt. The appiiqued stars found in 
differing blocks appear to have been cut from the same template. 
Other embroidery text and motifs have disappeared with wear. 
Compared to other crazy quilts, "The Murder Quilt" is comparatively 
visually unexciting, though the symbolism is interesting in its 
contradictory forms. For example the arrowhead could refer to 
Cupid's arrow and then to the ill-fated love affair. Alternatively the 
arrow could refer to war and death. The bee could represent the 
sting of the bee; its hard working tendencies or a nickname of sorts 
for either the accused or someone involved in the trial^. The linked 
circles and broken hearts could refer to the love triangle. Either acts 
as a warning or as just a statement. The black widow spider and 
web appear to be a blatant slur against Anna Booth's character, 
bringing to mind how the black widow spider has of devours its 
mate. These symbols put together seem to have been made by 
women of various age groups. One might conjecture that the older 
women would not have been so sympathetic to Booth, due to a 
stricter up bringing and moral stand. The quilt opens up a space for 
different opinions to be expressed. The public was divided about the 
guilt of the accused. The important thing though about this particular 
quilt is its social and historical significance. It provides another 
dimension to the public view of the trial, which was not fully 
documented in the record books in 1915. 
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The Chanqi Quilts 
The next quilts I will discuss are the two Changi Quilts made 
during the Second World War by female inmates of Changi prison. 
The quilts produced are held at the Australian War Memorial in 
Canberra. One was made for the Japanese soldiers who were 
wounded and the other was made for Australian wounded soldiers. 
Like the murder Quilt, the Changi Quilts were made by a group of 
women, and demonstrated the way in which embroidery was strong 
part of the repertoire of middle class women of the time. Looking at 
the panels one can see that some have been worked with skill, while 
others are not so good both in design and technique. The applique 
technique is used by some of the women whose skills are not up to 
scratch. Both quilt sizes were measured for a single bed. 
The inmates of the Changi prison were a combination of men, 
women and children associated with British plantations and tin mine 
owners as well as the colonial administration of Malaya and 
Singapore. The majority of these were British, but there were also 
Dutch colonial administrators of Indonesia. Australian, New Zealand, 
American and Canadian were also citizens in the prison. 
The women could administer themselves because it was the 
rule for the Japanese that non-labour camps such as the prisons 
could do so. Spot checks for illicit goods such as diaries and radios 
(which when found were punishable by death) were to be part of the 
duties of supervising prisoners. It took a lot of tact and strength in 
dealing with a diverse group of women from different social 
backgrounds, a good head for politics and negotiation with the 
Japanese was needed. 
It was during 1942, between the months of March and August 
that three known signature quilts were made by the women in 
Changi Prison. More quilts may have been made but they have not 
survived. The project was an idea of a Canadian woman called Mrs. 
Ethel Mulvaney, who had been a Red Cross representative in 
Singapore and had been chosen to be the camp's Red Cross 
representative for the Changi women. The idea came from a past 
quilt, made for Mrs. Mulvaney by a group of girl guides she was 
leading. 
Originally the making of the quilts was a project designed to 
relieve boredom and boost morale. Ultimately it became a way of 
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passing messages to the military men in the camp about their 
families. The quilts were used in the sick bays in the male camps 
and it was through them that the sick soldiers and medical officers 
knew which of the women were in the camp and what the conditions 
were like for them. The messages were also morale boosting for the 
Australian soldiers, because of the patriotic messages and the 
sense of things familiar. 
Not many of the women who had husbands in the military 
camps could pass messages on to them. A large number of the 
female internees were in the Colonial Nursing Service and were 
single. Some may have had romantic connections with soldiers, 
before the Japanese capture of Singapore. This then leaves the 
conclusion that most of the contributors may not have been trying to 
pass on a message, but used the opportunity as a way of passing 
time and producing in a way a patriotic statement. In the beginning it 
was only going to be the soldiers wives who were to contribute to 
the quilt, but as their numbers were small it was left open for all 
women who wanted to make a square each for the quilt to do so. 
Some contributed more than one. It was Mrs. Mulvaney's idea to 
secure the permission of the Japanese commandant to pass the 
quilts to the wounded Japanese soldiers. The women made the 
quilts with their signatures on them. Each woman who wanted to 
make a panel was given a piece of plain white cotton, which came 
from flour bags or sheets and was to put something of herself into 
the square she was to work. Not enough women seemed to have 
volunteered to contribute squares for the Japanese quilt, so the 
names of women who worked on other quilts appear again in the 
Japanese quilt. 
A lot of the women brought with them embroidering thread 
and patterns into the camp. The women who worked on the quilts 
approached the project with either a very personal attitude in the 
creation of the embroidery or they chose the more traditional motifs 
of floral designs. The meaning of the messages in some of the 
squares in the quilts has now been lost. In other cases the 
messages were of a personal nature and could only be understood 
between couples. In the Australian quilt, a Mrs. Uniake refers to her 
son and daughter who were in prison with her at the time, only she 
refers to them as Dungie and Dungetta. Another point to take note 
of in the Australian quilt was the appearance of images of dogs. It is 
thought to be a small terrier who was a pet in prison for some time, 
going by the name of 'Judy'. It is in the making of the Australian quilt 
that the women began to incorporate symbols that the Japanese at 
the time knew nothing about; things like embroidered "V's" for 
Victory and the "thumbs up" sign. The Japanese were often 
arbitrary in their censorship. The word "Gaol" was tolerated, yet the 
word "Prison" was not.' 
There are no such signs in the quilt made for the Japanese 
soldiers. In contrast, the Japanese quilt has no sign of the 
personality of its makers and no messages. This was because there 
was no real love behind its making. It was used as a decoy for the 
making of the Australian Quilt. The whole quilt is designed to 
appeal to the Japanese. It includes greetings in Japanese, images 
of Mount Fuji, a tea ceremony, flower motifs and motifs of the rising 
sun. The culture of cuteness may have also contributed in the way 
the embroidery was sewn on the Japanese quilt. Strong or overt 
motifs would have been foolhardy in alerting the Japanese officers 
as to what was going on. The imagery of this quilt is deliberately 
bland, using the aesthetics of greeting cards and souvenirs to 
assure the Japanese that the quilts were nothing more than a gift. 
There was a great deal of considering and co-coordination in 
the making of these quilts, so as not to bluntly represent them for 
what they were, " objects of resistance". I think of them as such, 
because they portray images of home and things familiar done with 
such spirit that defied the conditions of captivity. The way the quilt 
was made was ingenious. The non-threatening beginnings of the 
project having been an idea for a girls' scout project. This opened a 
way for a more serious project to be created. In the making of the 
Australian quilt the women had to look within themselves to find 
what had once been their world. Their inner world was to be a 
beacon that outshone the world they lived in at the camp as they 
embroidered the quilt. I have a feeling it was a bittersweet project to 
work on sometimes. For though it may have brought back good 
memories, it also brought depression about what they may never 
see and experience again (family, friends, home etc.) 
In the Australian quilt, there are two panels that truly moved 
me. They had a very bleak psychological impact on me. One was 
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the portrayal of the inside of a prison cell, which is all darkness 
except for a stream of sunlight filtering through a small barred 
window, high up on the wall. The words "How long Lord, how long?" 
were stitched in the section where the light is streaming in. The light 
falls onto a small huddled figure. The other is just high brick wall. 
These two images illustrate the reality of life in Changi prison. But 
there are also soft images of flowers and birds; A panel depicting a 
walled English garden was done with great skill. The vividness of 
colour and detail, is an indicator of how pleasant the memory of this 
garden was to the female prisoner who had made it. This too is a 
very personal image, unlike the other flower embroidery which show 
skill and detail, but hold none of the feelings this panel has. The 
other images of flower motifs act more as pretty decorations. 
The Chilean Quilts 
By comparison with the Changi Quilts, the imagery of the 
Chilean quilts is very strong and confrontational. Both the Changi 
Quilts and the Murder Quilt are signed by the makers, unlike the 
Arpilleras. The two groups of women who have made the Murder 
and Changi quilts seem to be able to do it freely, even though the 
second group was in prison. In the Chilean quilt how ever it is very 
rare to see any signatures apart from initials. This is because the 
images are a direct attack on the dictatorship in Chile, even though 
the images are sometime "coded" because of censorship. In Chile, 
two types of quilts emerged from forms of folk art related to 
embroidery." The quilting technique utilises quilting, but leaves out 
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The embroiders from rural Isia Negra (located on the Pacific coast, two hours 
by bus from Santiago), were organised in 1969 by a philanthropic patroness. 
With the help of Chile's poet Neruda Parra, the works were promoted 
internationally. Isia Negra women's technique of embroidery was the use of 
the entire surface. People, trees and leaves, birds and the like, are completely 
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the traditional padding within. Embroidery is used to decorate the 
surfaces of the quilt. The designs are influenced greatly by the 
social events that took place within the country. Of Santiago's 
population of four million, over half-lives in shanty communities, in 
houses constructed from sheets of corrugated iron, cardboard, 
plastic, flattened tin cans and tarps. Cold, rain and wind easily 
penetrate these shelters. It is here that the women lived and here 
that they experienced the abductions of family members. 
Husbands, sons and daughters were taken, never to be seen again. 
Community leaders such as priests and nuns, doctors, lawyers, 
nurses and all those that may have had the potential to lead the 
people were systematically eliminated by the dictatorship. 
This is how "Quilts of Life and Death", also known as 
"Arpilleras" came to be. The proper meaning of arpilleras is 
"sackcloth" or "burlap". Imagination and necessity formed the base 
for making arpilleras, which served as an income earner and a 
means of visually conveying the life experiences of their makers. 
Women were finding themselves having to fully support their 
families, due to their husbands and sons being unemployed, or 
desaparecidos, (those who have disappeared). Families of those 
who had their loved ones taken from them turned to the Catholic 
Church for help.^ The Roman Catholic Church organised a similar 
project to the rural Isia Negra Embroidery project, to help raise an 
income for the poor. The meetings encouraged the learning of new 
techniques and skills, self-confidence and pride. Isia Negra 
women's embroidery was seen as a model to work from in the 
beginning. How ever, this had to be improvised upon because the 
Santiago women found the wool embroidery too costly and slow. 
Through the making of the quilts, there was no longer a sense 
of isolation for the women. This made them more articulate about 
their personal and political circumstances. At each meeting the 
women would come together and talk about the theme of the 
arpilleras they were to make that week. Design and colour would be 
filled in with a stitch that goes back and forth over the character's surface. 
The end result is a woven look. The small village of Isia Negra had not suffered 
from direct political repression, as in Santiago where friends and family were 
exiled or "disappeared". This was different for the city embroideries in 
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discussed and each individual finished piece would be joined to 
make a mural sized piece. 
In case of extreme poverty the women were allowed to make 
two arpilleras per week, but generally only one could be made in a 
week. The limit was imposed so that the quality of the finished 
product was not sacrificed. The women were paid fully, except for 
ten percent which was kept as a common group emergency fund. 
A burlap of twelve by eighteen inches was used as a base, 
and colourful scraps of fabric cut and sewn to tell a story. When the 
arpilleras was finished, it was framed by a crocheted border of 
bright coloured wool. Three techniques for making the arpilleras 
existed. In the flat or planar method, the fabric shapes were 
stitched along the outer edges of their forms to the burlap. In the 
raised or relief techniques doll-like figures are partially raised from 
the burlap surface. The third and most recent technique entailed 
the gluing them of shapes to the surface outlining them with several 
thicknesses of glued contrasting wool. I conclude that these 
techniques are used because embroidery was more time 
consuming, especially if it was used as an income earner. The fact 
that most of these women would not have been taught to embroider 
may also be why the applique method was used. Also the use of the 
fine threads needed for embroidery would be costly. The mural 
effect would not work with delicate patterns of minute proportions 
used in embroidery; similar detail would be lost when the work was 
hung. Another use for this bolder technique is that the Arpilleras 
were probably influence by the South American culture of murals, 
which are a traditional vehicle for political protest in South America^ 
What interested me about the Arpilleras was the daring way 
their makers would state their protests in comparison to the women 
in the Changi Prison. Perhaps they could be more daring because 
they were on home ground and unlike the context of a prison it 
would take a longer time to capture the culprit. Maybe it was 
different for the women in the camp, because there was some hope 
of rescue as the news of defeat of the enemy was bound to filter in, 
whereas the women in Santiago, had to rescue themselves by trying 
to effect political change by speaking out about their conditions. So 
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the quilts were not made only as vehicles of protest within Chile, but 
they were for the outside world too, so knowledge of what the 
dictatorship was doing to the social fabric in their world could reach 
others. 
The arpilleras were taken to the United States, Germany, 
France, Holland and Switzerland to be sold in solidarity or peace 
centers'. Persons caught taking them outside of Chile were to be 
interrogated and the arpilleras were confiscated. The content of 
the arpilleras was politically dangerous. An example of one such 
experience is the story of one Estele Hidalgo, once a professional 
nutritionist at the University of Santiago. She was blacklisted from 
her profession after the disappearance of her husband and son. On 
top of this, twenty-five of her family members had been exiled. Her 
arpillera is called Cesante (Unemployed). It shows a wealthy man 
gorging himself, while the unemployed have no food, water or 
electricity. 
The arpilleras show in detail the suffering of ordinary people. 
But in doing so they take none of the inhumanity, rigidity and 
coldness of their oppressors. Even in their expression of serious 
sorrow the work is full of imagination, spirit and colour. There is wit 
and poetry in scraps of patterned messages. Though sometimes 
coded for censorship reasons, they still "say something" at the end 
of the day. It is the depiction of sorrow and of protest that is also 
echoed in the AIDS quilt. 
The Aids Quilt 
During the planning for the 1985 candlelight march honoring 
assassinated gay San Francisco Supervisor Harvey Milk and Mayor 
George Moscone, gay activist Cleve Jones learned that over one 
thousand San Franciscans had been lost to AIDS. This moved 
Jones to ask each of his fellow marchers to write on placards the 
names of friends and loved ones who had died of AIDS. At the end 
of the march, Jones and others stood on ladders, above the sea of 
candlelight, taping these placards to the walls of the San Francisco 
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Federal Building. The wall of names looked to Jones like a 
patchwork quilt. 
That sight inspired Cleve Jones to make plans for a larger 
memorial. A little over a year later, he created the first panel for the 
NAMES Project AIDS Memorial Quilt in memory of his friend Marvin 
Feldman. In June of 1987, Jones teamed with several others to 
formally organise the NAMES Project Foundation". The public 
response to the Quilt was immediate. People in each of the 
American cities most affected by AIDS e.g.. New York, Los Angeles 
and San Francisco sent panels to the San Francisco workshop in 
memory of their friends and their loved ones. Generous donors 
rapidly filled wish lists for sewing machines, office supplies and 
volunteers. The community and their friends were especially 
supportive. Awareness of the quilt prompted global participation in 
the project. People were sending their panels to the San Francisco 
office to be added to the Quilt. On October 11th 1987, the NAMES 
Project displayed the Quilt for the first time on the National Mall in 
Washington DC, during the National March on Washington for 
Lesbian and Gay Rights. It covered a space larger than a football 
field. One thousand, nine hundred and twenty panels made up the 
Quilt. On that weekend, half a million people visited the National 
Mall to see the Quilt. The response to the Quilt led to a four-month 
twenty-city, national tour in the spring of 1988. This tour raised 
nearly $500,000 for hundreds of AIDS service organisations. Nine 
thousand volunteers helped with the seven member travelling crew 
with moving and displaying the Quilt. Local panels were added in 
each city, tripling the Quilt's size to more than six thousand panels 
by the end of the tour. 
The Quilt coming out of "feminine art", was also an attempt to 
overcome the fear of those who were not homosexual to participate 
in its making and take part in the grieving. The Quilt's aim was and 
is to help in the grieving process, without the feelings of anger, guilt 
and shame that families felt. This is what makes it a memorial quilt. 
People make it and come to look at it to remember, to grieve and to 
be strengthened. 
All this makes the AIDS Quilt the largest on-going community 
arts project in the world. Each of the now over forty-one thousand 
panels in the Quilt are three feet by six feet, the size of a human 
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grave. The diversity of the quilters, gay, straight and bisexual; rich 
and poor; young and old, show the uniqueness of the quilt itself. 
Along with the panels, letters and photographs are sent speaking 
about the makers of the AIDS Quilts and the subjects who are 
represented in it, shedding more light on those lost to it and those 
left behind. The quilts are for the next generation, making AIDS and 
its effects clearer and more human. Aspects of the person's life are 
presented before ones eyes, helping those who knew him or her 
recall, or summon up something of the person's personality for 
those who did not. How comic, loving or personal the individual was 
is present within the panels. 
There are given instructions as to how to make a panel for the 
AIDS quilt. Firstly it is specified that you don't have to be an 
excellent quilter to make one, nor does it matter if one uses paint or 
fine needle work, for any form of remembrance is appropriate. The 
choice is also left to the individual to make the panel a singular 
effort, a personal memorial to a beloved one. But what is 
encouraged is the tradition of the old-fashioned quilting bees, 
including family, co-workers and friends in the making of the quilts. 
The steps of making a panel to contribute are included in the 
appendix. The AIDS Quilt incorporates some of the techniques the 
other quilts I have talked about before have used. Embroidery be it 
decorative, symbolic or literal appear in the panels. However 
applique is the preferred to gluing items on the panels. Traditional 
patterns and contemporary patterns alike are used too. Some 
squares are proficiently made, others are not. In some, the self is 
portrayed in a confrontational way. In others, images are more 
obscure. It is the most global quilting bee, for suffering from AIDS is 
global and it has been done in such great spirit of brother and sister 
hood across the races. Over twenty countries including Zimbabwe, 
Brazil, Thailand and Israel have contributed panels that have been 
add onto the original ones in the United States of America. 
Conclusion 
All four quilts are signature and memorial quilts, for they 
remember people and events that had taken place. The makers' 
loss and grief is portrayed through the method of quilting. These 
functions as memorials from them into a global medium for the 
expression of personal, social and political grievances, no matter 
what period in history or what background the makers came from, in 
this way the seriousness of the message behind the quilts is then 
transcends the derogatory term "Women's work" because this use 
needlework becomes a way of transmitting messages. 
What makes them special is the power of the quilts to unite 
people, to educate, comfort and make an impact on those who look 
at them. All the quilts transcend the usual expectations of quilts as 
decorative objects. Their slogans, symbols and the personal motifs 
transmit messages of things that happened, but on a more personal 
level. In some cases as in the Arperillas and the AIDS quilts, more 
so. The portrayal of the more subtle imagery to the more graphic 
is a range that is incorporated within the quilts. Therefore there are 
multi-faceted views in all of the quilts, be it a whole quilt or panels of 
a quilt. Even though working in quilting-bees, the individuals ideas 
and creativity of the smaller pieces is not lost and is put together to 
make the whole thing work. The importance of working within the 
quilting-bees ranges from that of moral support, a place where 
counseling is given and taken, to that of debate forums. 
The End 
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